We consider the semi-on-line parallel machines scheduling problem with the known total and the largest processing times of all jobs. We develop an approximation algorithm for the problem and prove that the competitive ratio of the algorithm is not more than i/-^ w 1.8257, regardless of the number of machines.
Introduction
The scheduling problem is characterized as being on-line if the information for each job is not known in advance but revealed as it arrives and every job assignment must be made irrevocably in the order of arrival [3]. However, if partial information about the set of arriving jobs are known in advance, the problem is considered semi-on-line. In many online problems, one might know almost exact total and largest processing time in advance. For example, one may have good estimations for total processing time of all jobs in a certain period. Hence such estimations can be used as total processing time. Also in many cases the processing times of jobs are normally distributed and it is possible to give acceptable lower and upper bounds for the processing time of a job. So the upper bound can be employed as the largest processing time of a job. In this paper, we consider the semi-on-line parallel machines scheduling problem where the total and the largest processing times of all jobs are known in advance.
In order to evaluate the performance of algorithms for the semi-on-line scheduling problems, the competitive analysis is often conducted [9] . In the competitive analysis, we imagine that we have the makespan of the optimum off-line schedule which is obtainable given the complete information of all jobs in advance. Then, for a semi-on-line algorithm, say A, we derive its competitive ratio defined as the smallest value c satisfying $$ 5 c for any instance I, where z A ( l ) and z*(I) denote the makespans of the schedule produced by A and the optimum off-line schedule for the problem instance I, respectively.
Variety of semi-on-line problems can be defined depending on the type of available a priori information. Kellerer et al. [7] defined the case of the semi-on-line problem where only the total processing time of all jobs is known in advance and presented an algorithm with competitive ratio of 1-for the case of two machines. He and Zhang [5] studied the case of the known largest processing time of all jobs and presented an algorithm with competitive ratio i, for the case of two machines. Seiden et al. [8] analyzed the case where the jobs are known to arrive in non-increasing order of processing times and proved that the List Scheduling(LS for short) has its competitive ratio of g.
Nevertheless, for the cases of an arbitrary number of machines, we have results reported only for the on-line cases. Bartal et al. [2] proved that the competitive ratio of any algorithm for the on-line problem can never be less than 1.837 as the number of machines gets large enough. Albers [I] proposed an algorithm with its competitive ratio of 1.923 proven for all cases of an arbitrary number of machines. Therefore, it is certainly interesting to investigate the possibility of developing an algorithm with its competitive ratio smaller than 1.923 for the cases of an arbitrary number of machines.
In this paper, we consider the semi-on-line problem where both the total and largest processing time of all jobs are known. For this particular case, Tan and He [lo] developed an algorithm with its competitive ratio which holds only for the problems with two machines. Hence, we propose a new algorithm with its competitive ratio proven to be not more than /^ PS 1.8257, regardless of the number of machines. In section 2, we introduce the scheme, F F -S R T (First Fit with Small job Reverse Trial), which is the key element of our proposed algorithm. The useful properties of F F -S R T are investigated in section 3 and based on these properties, we develop our algorithm, LS-F F -S R T (List Scheduling after F F -S RT) and establish an upper bound on its competitive ratio in section 4.
FF-SRT Scheme
We let J = {l, 2, . . . , n} be the set of job indices, arranged in the order of their arrivals.
The jobs must be scheduled on m parallel identical machines irrevocably as they arrive. All machines are available at time zero and no preemption is allowed. The j^ job in J, or job j has its processing time denoted by pi, which is not known until the job is about to be scheduled. However, we assume that the total and the largest processing time of all jobs, denoted respectively by sum and pmam are known in advance.
We let Si be the set of indices of jobs assigned to the ith machine, or machine i, right after job j is scheduled, so that we use S 3 = (Si , . . . , S3} to denote the schedule that we have right after job j is scheduled. For the sake of notational completeness, we let 5 : be an empty set for i = 1,. . . , m. We let p(J1) be the sum of processing time of all jobs in the set J', e.g., p(S:) is used to denote the total load on machine i right after job j is scheduled. Then the makespan, which is our objective to be minimized, of a schedule Sn may be defined as the maximum of p(Sy) through p ( S 3 . An instance of our problem is denoted by I = (J, m; sum, pmax) , or I for short. Also, for our discussion, we denote the off-line optimum solution for I as S* = (S:, . . . , Sk). Hence, p(S*) < z*(I) for 1 < i < m and, therefore, Ej6,1 P, = Esi P(S:) < m2* ( I ) .
In order to develop the scheme F F -S R T (First Fit with Small job Reverse Trial), we employ the well-known algorithm First Fit originally proposed for bin-packing problems 141, [6] . Given a pre-specified time deadline dl the First Fit assigns job j to machine z with the least index satisfying p (~, -' l )
Step 3. If i < m, set i = i + 1 and go to step 2. Otherwise, return false.
Then, we define the Boolean function RFF(ReverseFirst-Fit) which is essentially equivalent to FF, except that it assigns job j to machine i with the largest index satisfying ptsy) + p Ĵ y .
Boolean R F Q , Sj-l, 3)
Step 1. i = m.
Step 2. If p (~! l ) + p j 5: $d, then assign job j to machine i and return true.
Step 3. If i > 1, set i = i -1 and go to step 2. Otherwise, return false.
Then, we combine FF and R F F to develop the scheme F F -S R T which is described as a Boolean function below.
Step 1. If pj < i d and R F F ( j , Si-l, f d ) is true, then return true.
Step 2. Return FF(j, Sj-', d).
Note that the job with its processing time small relative to d is treated differently. In particular, we schedule every job with processing time not more than \d using R F F while the time deadline is set as 2 of d. If R F F returns false for any small job, FF is invoked to schedule it. For the rest of the jobs, we simply use F F .
The Properties of FF-SRT
Note that F F -S R T must return true if d is sufficiently large. In this section, we prove the following theorem. In order to facilitate the proof for this theorem, we classify jobs into three types with respect to the time deadline d; job j is small if pj < i d , medium if \d < pj 5 Ed and big if ^d 5 < pj. To describe how many small jobs are contained in a job set J' C J, we use J' to -denote the set of small jobs, i.e., J' = { j : pj < \d,j ? J'}. Then, to make enumeration of medium and big jobs easy, we define the weight of each job j, denoted by wj, as 0, and 1 if job j is small, medium and big, respectively. We also let w(Jf) be the sum of the weights of all jobs in the set J', e.g., w(Si) is used to denote the total weight of jobs in Si.
Then, if we choose d > $ * ( I ) , each medium and big job has processing time strictly greater than and 2 of z* (I), respectively. Hence, from p(S,') < 2* (I) for all i = 1, . . . , m, we must have Theorem 3.1 is going to be proved by contradiction. Hence, we suppose that Theorem 3.1 is false, so that there exists a counterexample, say I, such that F F -S R T returns false when d > ^z*(I). Throughout the remainder of this section, we use I to denote a counterexample.
Supposing that a counterexample exists, we define job k to be the first job which caused F F -S R T to return false and S to be S k l which is the schedule that we have right before the job k is scheduled.
Property 3.1 Job k is big, i.e., pk > i d and wk = 1. 
4>
We also classify machines to facilitate our discussion. In particular, we classify machines into two types; machine i is classified as being forward and reverse if its first job is assigned by F F and R F F , respectively. Recall that F F may handle small jobs but only when R F F returns false. R F F never returns false, however, when there is an empty machine. Hence, the first job of any forward machine can never be a small job, whereas the first job of a reverse machine is always a small job. If machine f becomes forward when job j < k is assigned to it by FF, s;' must be empty. From this, we know that job j is medium or big and R F F has never returned false until the job j is scheduled. Moreover, we see that each S:[ does not contain any small job and thus each machine i is also forward for 1 :< z < f.
But, the very fact that job j is assigned to machine f implies that p(S:
Therefore, each S ! contains at least one big job or at least two medium jobs for 1 < i < f .
Hence, we have w ( s~} >: 1 and thus w(Si) 2 1. For the machine f , since job j is medium or big, it holds @}} >_ and thus w(Sj) >, i. We summarize the result formally in the following. First, consider the case where R F F never returned false. Then no small job can be handled by FF. And, by Property 3.2, Si must contain at least one big job, since we supposed that there is no medium job. Hence, w(Si) > 1 for i = 1,. . . , m. But since wk = 1, a contradiction to (3.1) results.
Next, consider the case where R F F returned false at least once. In this case, at least one small job must have been scheduled by FF. Among such small jobs handled by FF, let job j < k be the one assigned to the machine with the largest index, say t. Then, since we suppose that no medium job has arrived before job k, Property 3.2 implies that each of St+i through Sm must contain at least one big job. Hence, Si contains at least one big job and w(Si) > 1 for t + 1 <: i <: m.
( 3.2) Then, we consider two subcases where machine t is forward and reverse, respectively. If machine t is forward, then w(St) > 1 and w(Si) > 1 for 1 < i < t by Property 3.3. This together with (3.2) and wk = 1 leads to a contradiction to (3.1).
Finally, consider the case where machine t is reverse. In this case, from the facts that job j is assigned to machine t by FF and pj < \dl we note
Also, by Property 3.4 and (3.2), we have
, this with (3.3) and (3.4) contradicts (2.1). 4
By Property 3.5 and Property 3.6, we know that there exists at least one reverse machine and at least one medium job. So, from now on, we let u be the machine with the largest index among the machines with medium jobs and v be the machine with the smallest index among all reverse machines. Then, with this definition, we show Theorem 3.1. Proof of Theorem 3.1 Suppose Theorem 3.1 does not hold. Then, all the properties developed so far hold. We consider two cases.
Since a medium job is assigned to machine u instead of other machines 1 through u -1, we observe that p(Si) > U>. z*(I), for i = 1 , . . . , u -1.
( 3 -5 )
Then, we further divide this case into two subcases, i.e., when R F F never returned false and when R F F returned false at least once. If R F F never returned false, no small job can be scheduled by FF, Then, by Property 3.2 with the definition of u, Si must contain at least one big job but no medium job for z = u + 1, . . . , m. But, since u > v, each machine i is reverse for i = u + 1,. . . , m. Then by Property 3.4, we have
(3.6) Then, (3.5) and (3.6) together with the fact that p(SJ +pk > d > z*(I) contradict (2.1).
Next, we consider the subcase where R F F returned false at least once. Then, there must exist at least one small job scheduled by FF. Among the machines to which a small job is assigned by FF, we let machine t be the one with the largest index and job j be a small job assigned to machine t by F F . If t <: u, however, (3.6) must still hold by the definition of t and, therefore, we get a contradiction to (2.1). For the case where t > u, noting that a small job j is assigned t o machine t instead of machines 1 through t -1, we obtain
Since t > u > v, each machine i for i = t + 1 , . . . , m is reverse. But no medium job can be scheduled to any machine i for i = u + 1 , . . . , m due to the definition of u. Hence, by Property 3.2 and the definition of t , for i = t + 1 , . . . , m , Si must contain at least one big job. Thus, we get by Property 3.4
Hence, by p(Sf) + pk > d > z*(I) together with (3.7) and (3.8), we get a contradiction to (2.1).
Case 2. u < u. Since u < u, machine u is forward. Then, by Property 3.3, we get E ? ; , ' w(Si) 2 u -1 and w(SU) 2 1/2.
(3.9)
At this point, we further divide this case into two subcases, i.e., the case when R F F never returned false and the case otherwise. First, if R F F never returned false, no small job is scheduled by FF. By Property 3.2 and the definition of u, machine i for i = u + 1 , . . . , m must have at least one big job. Hence, we get Since wk = 1, from (3.9) and (3.10), we have a contradiction to (3.1). Now, suppose that R F F returned false a t least once before job k, implying that there exists at least one small job assigned by F F . Among such small jobs, let job j be the small one assigned by F F to the machine with the largest index, say t. First, we note that u < u implies u > 1 and machine u-1 is forward. Then, by Property 3.3, E Y~? w(Si) 2 u -2 and W ( S '~_~) 2 112.
(3.11) If t < u, by Property 3.2, each Si must contain at least one big job for i = u, . . . , m , since u < v in this case. So, we have Since wk = 1, (3.11) and (3.12) lead to a contradiction to (3.1).
Finally, consider when t > v. Then the fact that the small job j is assigned to machine t implies,
t > v implies that machine t is reverse. Then, by the definition of t and u along with Property 3.2, we know that each Si for i = t + 1,. . . , m must contain at least one big job.
Hence, by Property 3.4, we have
(3.14)
Since p(St) +pk > d > z*(I), from (3.13) and (3.14), we get a contradiction to (2.1).
Algorithm LS-FF-SRT
We propose our algorithm LS-F F -S RT as described below.
Algorithm LS-FF-SRT(j, Sj-l, d) Step 1. If FF-SRT(j, Sj-l, d)=true, end.
Step 2. Assign job j to machine i with the smallest p (~j l ) (List Scheduling).
We now conclude our paper, establishing upper bound on the competitive ratio of the proposed algorithm with its time deadline d set as If f i n 2 $z*(I), the theorem follows from Theorem 1 proved in the previous section.
Hence, we prove the theorem for the case where ^/^T < $*(I). To this end, we suppose that the theorem does not hold and, so, there exists a counterexample I such that the makespan of the schedule generated by LS-FF-SRT is more than >/^2*(1). We let job k be the first job scheduled to be completed after i/^2*(1) and S = S k l . Then, if we let w = , 7~ we have pk + p(Si) > -/^IT for i = 1 , . . . , m. By definition, we know mv > sum > XI p(Si) implying that there exists machine i such that p(Si) < v. Hence, from (4.1), we get pk > (^/law -1)v. Note that w > ^/j when /^v < Â¤2*(1 and therefore, i/^ > 2. Hence, which is a clear contradiction to the definition of v. 4
We conclude our paper with the following example showing that our competitive ratio is tight. Thus, the makespan of the final schedule is zLs-FF-SRT (I) = p(S;"'l'l) Ã 1.8257. In optimal off-line schedule of I, job m and job m -1 are scheduled to the same machine and the other jobs with processing time of 1 are assigned to different m -1 machines one by one. Hence we have z*(I) = 1. Therefore, considering the makespan of the LS-FF-SRT schedule, we conclude that the ratio of 1.8257 is tight.
